Food & Beverage
Meeting Setup
ProHost® delivers, collects and returns meeting setup items in an efficient and
attractive manner. Lockable equipment keeps supplies secure. Mobiles transport
supplies through guest areas without compromising the hotel’s polished image.

BackBar
ProHost® for Backbar controls valuable bar inventories in the storage, delivery and
usage phase of the inventory cycle. The roll-up tambour door and lock provide
security and accountability for inventory in the delivery and collection phase. The
program eliminates hundreds of material handling events.

Room Service Tray Pickup
The Mobile Super Supplier offers a solution for fast and unobtrusive collection of
room service trays from guest areas. The Super Supplier can hold 10 to 14 trays at
a time and deliver them directly to stewarding. Managers can improve the quality
appearance of guest corridors, reduce breakage, losses and stains on carpets with
efficient and attractive tray pick up capability.

Banquet Setup
Faster function setup and breakdown are available with the ProHost® Banquet
Setup Mobiles. Banquet table service items are organized and delivered to
functions in “program-loaded” totes and trays. Mobiles may be secured with the
lockable tambour door. Delivery through public spaces is no longer a challenge
with the furniture grade appearance of the Mobiles.

Soiled Linen and Trash Collection
ProHost® Collectors offer flexibility with functionality. The Super Collector,
teamed with the external trash bin, provides capacity and a smart appearance for
use in public spaces as well as heart-of-the-house areas. Mobile Collectors support
the separation of linen types and with its unique rising linen platform facilitates the
removal of soiled linen.
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Food & Beverage
Minibar Restocking
ProHost® Mobiles allow for a smooth and controlled delivery of minibar items to
guestrooms. Power-assist revolutionizes the delivery abilities of minibar attendants.
Back strain and fatigue associated with moving heavy loads are virtually eliminated
with the power option for ProHost® Mobiles. The lockable roll-up tambour doors
secures the contents. The Junior Supplier, with its low profile and 11 cubic foot
capacity, is ideal for organizing specialized, limited inventories and for travel through
public areas.

Restaurant and Banquet Linen
ProHost® Super Suppliers efficiently distribute linens to food and beverage outlets
in a secure and controlled fashion. Managers can easily set Mobile load plans to
match the delivery linen par requirements. The long SL-Shelves help preserve the
quality appearance of the linen. A Mobile Supplier configuration is also available.

Coffee Service Setup
Lobby and meeting coffee service are set up in a quick and efficient manner with
ProHost® Super Suppliers. Coffee, water pitchers and service items are delivered to
the event location out of the guests’ view. Superior capacity and organization result
in fewer trips for staff.

VIP Amenity Delivery
ProHost® Mobiles deliver and control VIP and hospitality amenities. Adjustable STotes and S-Trays accommodate a wide array of VIP gifts and amenities. Mobiles
provide process efficiency and attractive appearance in the guest hallways. The
lockable tambour door secures the contents of the Mobile.
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